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Que. I Fill in the blanks. (10)

1. Hardware refers to the ...... of the computer system.

2' .. are capable of supporting hundred of users at a time.

3. Endnotes appear at end of...

4. window 7 has . default libraries for document.

5. Footers appear at the ... of the page.

6. ..... bar displays the status of file and folder.

7. ...... bar displays the location of current windows.

8. Headers appears at the

9' ...... tab has command to work with footnotes and endnotes.

10. Status bar is located at the ... of the window.

Que. 2 State True or False.

1. Computer have zero Ie.
2. Endnotes and Footnotes are the same.

3. Low Level Language deals with the computer hardware.

4. Super computers are used in Banks.

5. Grouping is arranging files and folders by their filename, file type,

File size or the date modified.
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Que. 3 Answer the following.

l. Define Header and Footer ?
)i

2. What are the limitations of a computer? (3)

(\

3. Define Left Pane and Right pane?
Q)

4. What is Windows Explorer? (1)

5. Write four default libraries of windows 7. (1)
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6. What are flyperlinks? (1)

7. List the main components of Windows Explorer. (2)

(r
8. Differentiate between HLL and LLL.

HLL
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Que.4 Answer in one word.

,1. What is the full form of HLL ?

J Ans

2. These carry references at the end ofthe page. 
; 

"

-+ Ans

3. which tab has commands to work with header and footer ?

-> Ans

4. Which computers can do very large calculation ?

-+ Ans .

5. These carry comments at the end of the sections.

-+ Ans

Que. 5 Multiple choice questions. { on correct answer. (s)

l. which bar shows the location of the cu*ent window.

l-l Address [-l Menu f Status I Dialog box

2. To quickly move different folders, .,....is used.

I aaOress bar [-_l Menu bar l-l Scrollbar f] Status bar

3. In which of these views aan you see the header and footer.

I weu Layout f-l outline I p.int Layout l-_l None of these ( t

4. which tab has command to work with footnotes and endnotes?

[-l Insert f] tvlaiting [-l Review

5. which of the following is not a high level language?
" nBasic Ecobol Ic+r- n Assembly

e errt of uck A
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